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GOOD TIMES
CHORDS

Intro:

E B A

E
B
Saturday Night but you ain’t feeling right
A
You say you got too much on your mind
E
B
A
You look too sad, and right now you feel too bad.
Babe, just jump in my car, you got to trust me on this
I can show you places that are so much better than this.
Feel the sweet seduction, the road stretches out ahead.
C#m
B
A
Yeah, maybe I can’t offer you salvation
And maybe I’m not the one you’re looking for
C#m
B
A
E
But I can show you ways you can soothe your wretched soul
A
B
E
So come on baby, come on and let the good times roll.
Pick up the glass, let’s make a toast
Here’s to all the ones you still miss the most
Here’s to all those who don’t deserve your time.
Just fuck the conventions, fuck all the rules
I bet that there’s a reason that rules rhymes with fools
I bet that there’s a reason that your eyes look so sublime.
Hey, maybe I can offer you salvation
And maybe I’m not the one you’re looking for
But I can show you ways you can soothe your wretched soul
So come on baby, come on and let the good times roll.
Saturday Night but you ain’t feeling right
You say you got too much on your mind
Take a leap of faith, baby, don’t say no.

GHOSTS

All it takes is a nod, all it takes is a smile
And I can get you out of this mess for awhile
Just jump in the car, to engine’s ready to go.
Hey maybe I can’t offer you salvation
And maybe I’m just the one you’re looking for.
It’s alright you just gotta learn to lose control
Come on and let the good times roll.
Saturday Night but you ain’t feeling right
You say you got too much on your mind
Take a leap of faith, baby, don’t say no.
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RAIN WON’T
CHANGE A THING
CHORDS

Capo I
Intro:

Am

C

G

Am

Am
C
G
Am
School yards and sidewalks, making out during coffee breaks
F
C
G
Am
I hold your hand and you hold my heart.
Am
C
G
Am
We were special we told ourselves, better than all the others were
F
C
G
F
Quiet companions yet doomed from the start.
G
F
C
Feel the blood in my veins, feel the warmth of my fingers
Dm
Am
G
Am
Exploring our bodies, drawing maps on our skin
G
F
C
We bitterly failed breathing at the same time and at
Dm
Am
G
Am
Trying to be quiet when your roommate snuck in.
F
G
Am
And I swear I will love you, till the end of time
F
C
G
Am
And I swear I am yours do you swear you’ll be mine?
F
G
Am
When all hell breaks loose, when dark clouds roll in,
F
G
Am
You said rain won’t change a thing
Hey Alex, do you mind if I drink and you drive us home?
Fog turns the road into oceans of grey.
Phantoms are howling, no sense of direction
As I feel you slowly slipping away.
Stains on your shirt, strains on our innocence
Every crack in a wall starts with a scratch
The imperfect beauty, the structural damage
Small fissures will grow and cannot be patched.

GHOSTS

And I swear I will love you, till the end do f time
And I swear I am yours , do you swear you’ll be mine?
Amidst all the chaos, I heard you sing,
That the rain won’t change a thing
Leonard Cohen is singing, Alexandra is leaving
A poet for those those, whose hearts have turned sore.
A park bench in Paris, a cold winter afternoon
Whom are we trying to fool anymore?
I want a scar that looks like your tears
And I want your name burned into my soul
I want to believe that clouds disappear
And I want to believe that rain doesn’t fall.
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D
D/C#
So here I am, in the eye of the hurricane
D7/C
G/B
Picking up the pieces, all that’s left are the remains
Em
A/C#
Of everything you put me through, all the suffering and pain
C
G
D
Can’t you see my heart’s still bleeding, Mary Jane?
Afraid I was, I can’t deny, I can’t withhold
That all I ever learned was to do as I’d been told
I just couldn’t find the courage, I was bought and sold
And fairy tales were doomed to stay untold
A

G
D A
G
D
So won’t you put it on just one last time, singing oh my, my and oh hell yes
A
G
D Em
A
So won’t you put it on just one last time, put on your party dress
D A
G
D G A
Bm
And dance away the ghosts Mary Jane, dance away the ghosts (2x, end on D)
On streets of gold we wandered, and since on pathways of regret
Waded through rivers of forgiveness for the things we should have said
We might have passed the gates of no return, unaware of it just yet
Sometimes I wish that we had never met.
Indiana summers, an Indiana town
I admit that I still think of you each time the sun goes down
And crooked trees are throwing shadows that overcast my broken crown
Mary Jane, I swear, I never wanted to let you down.
So won’t you put it on just one last time, singing oh my, my and oh hell yes
So won’t you put it on just one last time, put on your party dress
And dance away the ghosts Mary Jane, dance away the ghosts.
F#m
G
D
See there’s no need to thrust aside the ghosts you carry
G
D
A
Bm
They’re mosaics, puzzles, memories, landmarks and cornerstones
F#m
G
D
They are the footsteps that will blaze the trail you follow
G
D
A
Bm
They will push you down or lift your step when you feel all alone

A

GHOSTS
Songs like this are not meant to dry the tears
That I kept in the dark too long, determined to come clear
And I hope you understand that I’m just trying to be sincere
I mistreated you unwillingly and I acted out of fear
And I’m sorry to even bring this up after so, so many years
But ghosts like you, they won’t just disappear.
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Dsus2/H

/G

/H

With agonising silence the hands of an old clock change the time.
The blackness of his study is disrupted by the ringing of the chimes.
The nightwatchman buries his face deep in a hood and gets ready for his shift
Keys rattle in his pocket, he smiles as he stares out into the mist.

A
Outside rain is falling slowly,
G

Dsus/H

/G

thunder echoes from the mountains through your head
A

G

Dsus/H /G

It’s raging through the trees, mercilessly waking up the dead
You’re empty as a suitcase and you can’t convince yourself to sleep
As the darkness takes over and consumes you, you’re unable to weep.
Sometimes all you do is wonder when you ramble through these city nights alone
Are you a ghost or are you human, is there still flesh wrapped round your bones?
Corpses swinging from a lamppost, but you slowly walk right past this scene
Unaware of your surroundings, you dream a monstrous dream.
You pass a lady by the roadside, you asked her for a lift but she declined
She was stuck knee deep in thoughts, she didn’t care too much for what was on
you mind.
It wasn’t love that she was after though, just her natural longing for a fix
Can’t you see she’s just like you are, with empty pockets full of tricks.
When going to the woods you will stumble ‘cross a choice that you must make
Take the road less travelled by only if you think that you’ve got what it takes.
Sail seven seas on seven ships with seven broken masts and torn up sails
And turn for help in poetry when your inspiration fails.
But what point is there in writing, when your pen can’t tell the truth
What point is there in living, when all you do is hold on to your youth
What point is there in making love, when nothing but elusiveness prevails
And what point is there breaking chains when your whole life is but a jail

GHOSTS
The nightwatchman makes his round to make sure that all rules are obeyed
He pulls the strings behind the curtain, some say we’re only puppets in his play.
The constant fear of getting caught is outweighed by the chance of ecstasy
And the excitement of exploring places where you really shouldn’t be.
The light of candles in the distance flickers as the wind of curses blows
They drive an arrow through your heart, and a burning dagger through the middle
of your soul
Your feet are cold and wet, the trees stand way too cramped for you to wake
Seems they move closer t’wards each other with every single step you take
Cuts from thorns and flattery forge a story that your tongue declines to tell
If God will be your judge, you’re afraid you might be going straight to hell
Bodies mingle and will dwindle as infinity turns slowly into dust
Don’t put your faith in me, you think, I am not the one to trust
Passed the gates of sorrow, watered-down with tears no mother could forget
Broken hopes and dreams, drenched in rapid respiration and regret.
A bell tolls from a tower as gravestones stand like soldiers in the dirt
Your mind perforates your senses to find out what parts of you got hurt.
You fall just when it is time to fall, you feel born to function til the end
To break the ties that hold you, you would really need a helping hand
But your pride made you decline all the offers and reject the good advice
Lonely fighters, lonesome cowboys, just like you, are only victims in disguise.
Nerves dangle on a string that connects the dots you tried so hard to hide.
Like folded flags on coffins, the darkness in your soul consumes all light.
As you stand there stranded, knowing that your life won’t ever make you satisfied,
The nightwatchman clicks his flashlight, turns the key and fades into the night.
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ALL THIS TIME
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Intro:

Em
Em
Em

D
C
G

C
D
D

C

B7

Em
C
G
I’ve been trying hard to come to terms with who I am
I’ve been trying every fucking day since God knows when
I’ve been trying to ignore the demons dwelling in my brain
Am
B7
It’s harder then you think.
I’ve been hiding in the shadow of the prison that I built
I’ve been hiding behind walls of my continental guilt
I’ve been hiding behind metal bars, I put myself in chains
They’re stronger than you think.
Am
Em
Can you raise your hand and swear the darkness will be gone
That there’s hope no matter what for each and every one
Am
/G
/F#
B7
Look me in the eye and promise me that I’m not going insane.
C
D
G
And sometimes I remember what you said
C
D
G
/F#
Em
Your sense of self is just a rope of sand twisting with your head
C
D
G
B7
Em
Despite of all the things you are, despite of everything you’ve got
C
D
Em
All this time you are defined by what you’re not.
C
D
Em
All this time you are defined by what you’re not.
C
B7
Em
All this time you are defined by what you’re not.
I’ve been searching for a home afraid that I would fall apart
I’ve been searching for a place where I could rest my hungry heart
I’ve been searching for a refuge from the wilderness and storm
Out there it’s rougher than you think.

GHOSTS

But I’ve got a history of bad choices that caused me and others pain
I’ve never learned from my mistakes, I make them time and time again
Seems I prefer the cold when someone tries to keep me warm
It’s darker than you think.
I’m telling jokes to distract you from my insecurities
I laugh when I feel like crying, afraid anyone can see
The man behind the mask and my heavy crown of thorns
And sometimes it appears real clear to me
That I’m haunted by illusions of what I think that I should be.
And despite of all the things I am, despite of all the things I’ve got
All this time I am defined by what I’m not.
I struggle with the difference between what is and what might
When I look into the mirror I can hardly stand the sight
I am wrestling with the demons that have nested in my brain
Way deeper then you think.
Someday maybe I will find the strength to realise
And the courage that it takes to look at me with different eyes
Someday maybe I will stop to hate myself.
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Take a swig of the bottle and slip down the well
If you don’t take risks, you won’t have stories to tell.
Down the tunnel of darkness, black as the coal
You have to face the depths of your soul
You are scared, you are angry, you ain’t ready yet
You feel if you leave now there’s too much to regret
And I follow you wherever you go
I’m right behind you, I can see you, you know
Through streets with no name, through the dark and the cold
Some people live while some just grow old.
When your fears overwhelm you, when you lie awake
When you can’t get no rest cause there’s too much at stake
When your vision is blinded, when you cannot see
When you feel like you’re falling, just call out for me
When you’re wasted and wounded, when you come to die
Put your heart to the earth and your hands to the sky
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HEART TO THE EARTH
CHORDS

Capo III
Intro: Em
Em
G
D
Em
Walk the old trampled dirt road, see the skeleton trees
G
Am
B7
Watch an army of scarecrows sway in the breeze
Em
G
D
Em
There is dust on your boots, there is dirt in your hair
G
Am
B7
If you ain’t coming here, you are going nowhere
C
B7
Em
But you are tired and jaded, feel like you should cry
C
G
F#
Em
Put your heart to the earth and your hand to the sky
Everything seems so quiet, but from the distance you hear
The roaring of thunder that’s drawing near
Shadows paint pictures, that your mind brings to life
Devils and demons got your senses deprived
You stumble in panic, you sink down to pray
C
G
F#
B7
We’re wasting our lives while time slips away
C
D
G
And I follow you wherever you go
C
G
F
Am
Up and down misty mountains, through the rain and the snow
C
D
G
I’m gonna write you a book, I leave nothing untold
C
G
B7
Em
I’m gonna live while you just grow old.
You see boarded up windows, holes in the wall
Upstairs blinded mirrors in the old dance hall
The toothless piano lost its keys long ago
It stands silent witness of the end of the show
Just a pale faced old lady is spinning around
Waltzing in minor key, see her and frown.
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TWO OUT OF THREE
CHORDS

Capo II
Intro: Em
Em
„Looks like the sky is falling down onto the prairie tonight
It changes its colour from purple to white
I fear the squalor is endless and the girls they are few
C
D
Em
It is all make-belief that makes old wrinkles look new.“
He’d walked two thousand miles, but he was still going strong
He had rested two mornings, two hours long
He feels the sins of his father, they torture him so
He doesn’t know where he came from nor which way he should go.
All his friends and his lovers, all the ghosts of his past
Are just living proof that nothing men built will last
They’re matchsticks that crumble when the wind starts to blow
They are the dust on his boots, footprints in the snow.
G
D
The saloon doors swung open and clacked in the air
C
D
Em
As the judge walked in slowly with dust on his hair
G
D
A stranger in a strange land, fully aware
Bb
F
Em
That nothing in life is
even and fair
The piano in the corner, was way out of tune
But the priest didn’t mind, nor did the commune
At the back of beyond, you learn to swallow your pain
And the girls sweep the tables, their eyes wet with rain.
It’s a nickel for a favour and a dime for a dance
But all he could find here was just cheap romance
They tell you to look for the fountain of youth
But every man is a liar when it comes to the truth.

GHOSTS

JOHN ALLEN

The priest looked at the judge and told him: „Love is a curse
Or a blessing, or both and to make matters worse
You see, life is a puzzle, but the one thing we don’t know
Is what the picture will look like that the puzzle will show.“
The saloon doors swung open and smashed back into place
As the judge walked out slowly with a smile on his face
He’d been looking for answers, but found just despair
Seems like nothing in life is even and fair
Looks like the sky is falling down onto the prairie tonight
As the judge turned around the priest switched off the light
The judge looked back to the girls who had packed up alright
And said „Hold on to your dreams, but beware of the night.“
See when I was a boy my daddy gave me some advice
The older you are, he said, the higher the price
„You have three choices in life“, he said to me: „Son,
Pick two out of three and forget about one.“
If it’s cheap and it’s good, it will not come fast
But if it’s fast and it’s cheap, it’s not built to last
If it’s good and it’s fast, not cheap will it come
Pick two out of three and forget about one.
Just pick two out of three and forget about one.
Just pick two out of three and forget about one.
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DISCOVERING ICE
CHORDS

Capo III
Intro: E
E
H
F#m
See the snowflakes fall on your dazzled mind
A
E
In the corner of existence, where you can’t seem to find
E
H
F#m
Answers over answers, for questions you don’t ask
A
E
Let poems be your guardian as your years begins to pass.
E
H
F#m
You always took for granted when I skinned my bone
A
E
I always took for granted that you made me feel alone.
H
C#m
A
I am chasing cars away with nothing to withstand
H
C#m
A
And I discover love as I discovered Ice
B
E
Coldness running through my hand.

E

Watch the white frost turn colour into boredom
Only time will tell of your very last postmortem
See, smiles are perfect lies if given by a stranger
Until you recognise the most imminent danger
Is not what you expect and not what you prepare for
Everything’s a farce, every why and wherefore
I am chasing cars away with nothing to withstand
And I discover love as I discovered ice
Coldness running through my hand
All the letters that I wrote, that I never dared to show you
The truths that I withheld, afraid they might outgrow you
Draw me closer to the edge where nothing is forgiven
Where mistakes we made decide between who’s dying and who is living
So I linger on until my panic fades away
Into clouds of dust and snowflakes on Independence Day.
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WATER RISING
CHORDS

Capo III
Am
G
Am
See the water rising, it’s been this way since June
The rain it has been falling since the early afternoon
It won’t stop pouring down, feels like the end is drawing near
You cannot keep ignoring everything that causes fear.
Em
Am
See the water rising, see good people going down
Dm
G
F
Am
I’m gonna have to go now, but I’ll see you around.
The Lord called out to Noah, said: “Noah build a boat!
Can’t you see what I’m doing here, you got to keep afloat”
But Noah didn’t listen, or else he didn’t care
Turns out to survive out here, he was much to laissez faire.
See the water rising, there’s no time to mess around
I’m gonna have to go now, but I’ll see you around.
The shepherd waves goodbye to his flock and then retreats
The sapphire sky is throwing blood red shadows on the streets
The policemen saddles up his horse and quickly rides away
Nothing in the world that could ever make him stay.
See the water rising, see kings with broken crowns
I’m gonna have to go now, too, but I’ll see you around.
I’ll write you a novel and I will make you loose your mind
But I won’t stay with you my love, if you don’t treat me kind
If you cannot handle a lifetime full of sin
Don’t reach out for a drowning man, he might just pull you in.
See the water rising, rising six feet over ground
I’m gonna have to go now, but I’ll see you around.
See the water rising, see it flooding down the line
If you haven’t been afraid so far, now would be the time
Better start to swim, or throw your anchor over board
Better get prepared for the coming of the Lord.
See the water rising, see good people going down
I’m gonna have to go now, but I’ll see you around.
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PICTURES
CHORDS

Capo III
C
F
C
Memories are fading like the colour from your favourite pair of jeans
C
F
C
Ghosts and empty shells and memories of long forgotten dreams.
G
F
C
And I feel worn out, washed out, dried out, I need to ease my mind
G
F
C
And I cannot think straight no more, I can’t seem to find
F
G
C
All the right words when the time is right.
F
G
C
Oh New York City how I long for you tonight.
Oh, I wish it was summer, ‘cause winter really ain’t my time of year
Snow might cover my wounds alright but it won’t take away my fear
I need sunshine and a warm breeze, man, I need to feel alive
But this darkness in here suffocates my instinct to survive
Just a word from you though and I’m alright
F
G
Am
Em
G
Oh Mary how I long for you tonight.
Dm
G
C E Am
Take a picture of me now and put it in a frame
F
G
Am
I feel it’s time for yet another brand new start
Dm
G
C
E Am
But until colours fade away, in this picture I’ll remain
F
G
C
Yours forever truly, eyes to eyes and heart to heart.
The leaves begin to crumble and the day is getting dark.
See them sailing through the air as straying dogs begin to bark.
But the streets are made of fire and my feet begin to burn.
Seems to me like you know so much more than I could ever learn.
It’s a restless, lonely feeling that eats me up inside
Oh New York City, how I long for you tonight.

GHOSTS

Tell me my fortune, read me from the lines that cross my hand
I don’t care if you lie to me, just pretend to understand
Put your head down on my shoulder, pull me close and lay to rest
Let wine pour down like honey, feel it running down your breasts
I keep living in the past, hell, I even dream in black and white
Oh Mary, how I long for you tonight.
Take a picture of me now and put it in a frame
I feel it’s time for yet another brand new start
But until colours fade away, in this picture I’ll remain
Yours forever truly, eyes to eyes and heart to heart.
I need to make my way back to the light, I need someone to adore
This life I lead is killing me, it’s rotten to the core
But everywhere I turn, the wind whispers your name
And ever since you’re gone, nothing’s ever been the same.
Even New York City hasn’t been the same for quite a while
I guess that nothing will ever be the same without your smile.
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